
TDA 08 - TDA 04
ACQUISITION MODULES FOR

RS485 NETWORKS

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

PREVIOUS STATEMENT
In this manual are contained all the necessary information for a
correct installation and the instructions for the use and the
maintenance of the product; we recommend, therefore, to read
carefully the following instructions. 
The maximum care has been used in the realisation of this
document, however TECNOLOGIC S.p.A. does not assume any
responsibility deriving from the use of itself. 
The same consideration has to be done for each person or
Company involved in the creation of this manual. 
The herewith issue is an exclusive property of  TECNOLOGIC
S.p.A. which forbids any reproduction and divulgation, even partial,
if not expressly authorised. 
TECNOLOGIC S.p.A. reserves the right to execute aesthetically and
functional modifications, at any moment and without  any notice.
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1 - INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

TDA series are data modules that transmit process measurements
via RS485 serial links with MODBUS RTU (JBUS) protocol to either
a computer based data acquisition system or to the Tecnologic
TMS01 monitorig and recording device.  
The series is composed of 2 models:  the TDA08, which allows up to
8 temperature inputs from either PTC or NTC thermistors or PT1000
RTD’s.  
The TDA04 which accepts up to 4 analog signals such as 0/4...20
mA or 0/2...10 V from temperature, pressure, humidity etc.
transmitters.
TDA module, further than transmitting the measure of every channel
via RS485, it’s also able to manage directly the signals of high and
low alarm for each channel. 
Each serial connection is capable of handling a maximum of 15 TDA
modules for a total of 120 temperature measurements with the
TDA08 or 60 analog measurements for the TDA04.
Otherwise is possible to install 8  TDA 08 and 15  TDA 04 for a total
of 64 measures of temperature and 60 others analog
measurements.
Each module includes 4 digital inputs for free voltage contacts and
one relay output.
The digital inputs can be used to transmit, to the supervision
system, information about local devices of the plant as for instance
status of protection devices, open doors, lights, etc. etc
The relay can be used for a local high or low alarm, via serial line or
programming the TDA itself, or can be controlled based on the
status of a digital input.

2 -  PROGRAMMING

2.1 - ADDRESS PROGRAMMING
The device address programming is realized through a rotative
dip-switch accessible removing the cover of the device.  
Remove the cover of the instrument (1) and set the net address
through the rotative dip-switch (2) by using a small screwdriver.
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The selector has 16 positions, each one is corresponding to the
address indicated in the following table:

Not activeNot active0
1530-31F
1428-29E
1326-27D
1224-25C
1122-23B
1020-21A
918-199
816-178
714-157
612-136
510-115
48-94
36-73
24-52
12-31

TDA 04 AddressTDA 08 AddressesPosition

Every TDA 08 module uses 2 addresses.  
This because in the TMS01, to which the modules can be
connected,  is possible to configure up to 4 variable for every device
and therefore it considers the TDA08 as 2 separate device.  
When TDA08 is used in another supervisor system  it’s possible to
communicate with it indifferently through one of the two assigned
addresses. 
Since the possible selections of address are just those suitable in
the table, on every RS485 network can actually be inserted up to 15
TDA modules.
Each serial network is capable of handling a maximum of 15 TDA08
modules (addresses 2 ... 31) for a total of 120 temperature
measurements or a maximum of 15 TDA08 (addresses 1 ... 15) for a
total of 60 analog measurements.
Otherwise it’s possible to install 8  TDA 08 (addresses 16 ... 31) and
15  TDA 04 (addresses 1 ... 15) for a total of 64 measures of
temperature and 60 others analog measurements.
Even if 15 TDA modules are not installed all together it’s
recommendable not to use the remaining free addresses, in order to
be able to add other TDA without reconfigure the others network
addresses.

2.2 - PARAMETERS PROGRAMMING
The configuration of the other parameters is possible through the
line RS485 by PC and software TDACOM or other software built by
the user based on the protocol of communication of the device (the
manual of the protocol of the TDA is available on request) or
through the TMS01 unit as well.  

Using the TMS01, the parameters programming can be done
directly from the panel or through a PC connected to the TMS01 and
the software TMSCOM. 
Here following it’s reported the parameters programming using the
TMS01 (see TMS01 manual for details).  
Once the connected devices have been installed through the
autoconfiguration or the manual configuration present on the TMS01
(menu CONFIGURATION>NETWORK) enter  into the menu
MAIN>SUPERVISION>PROGRAMMING , set the password
(available in the last page of TMS01) and  select the device that you
want to program: 

40ADT-20
80ADT-10>

:ECIVED
GNIMMARGORP

After the selection of the device, it’s required the parameters group
in which is contained the parameter  that you intend to edit: 

.zilausiv/.saeM
etard uaB>

80ADT-10
GNIMMARGORP

Select the group:

2eb orP
1eb orP>
80ADT-10

GNIMMARGORP

Select the parameter:

tnioPlamiceD-1pd
FFO-NO-1NI>

80ADT-10
GNIMMARGORP

Edit the set of the parameter by using UP and DOWN keys:

NO
FFO-NO-1NI

80ADT-10
GNIMMARGORP

At the end of the programming it’s required the confirmation of the
programmed values.

LECNAC=CSE
KO=RETNE

80ADT-10
GNIMMARGORP

At this point it’s then possible to choose another parameter and
modify it as previously explained.
The new sets will be addressed to the devices when the instrument
terminates the programming mode.
Be careful to change par. "Baud" since changing its  value, to
be able to communicate again with the device, it will be neces-
sary  to modify also the  baud rate of the programming device
(PC or TMS01).

3 - INSTALLATION AND USE ADVICES

3.1 – USE ALLOWED
The instrument has been projected as measure and
control device, built according to EN61010-1 rule. 
The use of the instrument for applications not
expressly allowed by the above mentioned rule has
to foreseen proper protection devices. 

The instrument CAN’T be used in environments with dangerous
atmosphere (flammable or explosive) without a proper protection. 
It has to be reminded that the user has to take care that the
electromagnetic rules are being respected also after the instrument
installing, eventually using proper filters.   
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Whenever a failure or a bad functioning of the instrument may
cause dangerous situations or damage to people, things or animals
it has to be reminded that the plant has to be equipped with
additional electromechanical devices in order to grant the safety.

3.2 – MECHANICAL MOUNTING
The instrument, into 4 modules DIN case , is designed for mounting
on OMEGA DIN rail inside enclosure.
Avoid to place the internal part of the instrument into environments
with high humidity or dirt, which may create condensation or contact
with conductive substances. 
It’s advisable to assure an adequate ventilation to the instrument
and to avoid the installation into box where are placed devices
which may overheat the instrument and make it work at higher
temperatures than what declared. 
Install the instrument as far as possible from electromagnetic
sources as motors, power relay, relays, electrovalves, etc.

3.3 – ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
Carry out the electrical wiring connecting one wire only for each
terminal, according to the following diagram, checking that the
power supply is the same as indicated on the instrument and the
loads current is not higher than the maximum current admitted.
The instrument, being a built in equipment with permanent
connection into a cabinet, is not equipped with internal devices
protecting from overcurrent: the installation shall, therefore, employ
a two-phase switch, placed as near as possible to the instrument,
located in a position easily reachable by the user and marked as
instrument disconnecting device.
Furthermore, it’s recommended to properly protect all the electric
circuits connected to the instrument, with devices (ex. fuses)
proportionate to the circulating currents. 
It's strongly recommended to use cables with proper insulation,
according to the working voltages and  temperatures. 
Furthermore, the input cables of the probes has to be kept separate
from line voltage wiring in order to avoid electromagnetic noises
infiltration. 
If the input cables of the probes are screened, it advisable to
connect its on the ground with one side only. 
The inputs for  normalized signals of TDA04 are  of passive type,
therefore it is necessary that the connected probes are of the active
type (is necessary a supply for its).
Finally, it is advisable to check that the parameters are those
desired before connecting the outputs to the actuators in order to
avoid plant anomalies which may cause injuries to people, things or
animals. 
Tecnologic S.p.A. and its legal representatives are not
responsible for any eventual damages to people, things or
animals deriving from the instrument violation, not proper or
wrong use or in any case not in accordance with the instrument
features.

3.4 - ELECTRICAL CONNECTION DRAWING

4 - OPERATING MODE

4.1 - RS 485 SERIAL INTERFACE
The instruments are equipped with an insulated RS 485 serial
communication interface, by means of which it's possible to connect
the modules with a net on which are connected other instruments
(regulators or PLC) all depending typically on a personal computer
used as plant supervisor or a  data recording and monitoring device
TMS01.
Through the personal computer or TMS01 it's possible to acquire all
the functioning information and to program all the instrument
configuration parameters. 
The software protocol adopted for TDA series is a derivative from
MODBUS RTU or JBUS protocol (AEG Schneider Automation, Inc.
Trade Mark) widely used in several PLC and supervision programs
available on the market (TDA series protocol manual is available on
request). 
The interface circuit allows to connect up to 32 instruments on the
same line.
To maintain the line on rest conditions it's required the connection
with a 120 Ohm resistance (Rt) at the end of the line. 
The instrument is equipped with two terminals called A and B that
have to be connected with all the namesake terminals of the net. 
For the wiring operation it's enough then to interlace a double cable
(telephonic type) and to connect on ground all the GND terminals.
Anyway, particularly when the net results very long or noised and
being present potential differences between the GND terminals it's
advisable to adopt a shielded cable wired as in the drawing.

As already previously explained the first operation to be done is the
device’s addresses setting through the internal rotative dip-switch,
having care that every device has a different address from the
others. The second operation is to program the baud rate, through
the used programming interface, on parameter "Baud" .
This parameter has a default value of 9600, therefore the first
programming has to be done at this speed.  
Changing the parameter’s value, in order to be able to communicate
again with the device, it will be necessary to modify also the baud
rate of the programming device (PC or TMS01).
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4.2 - MEASURE
First of all, it is essential to enable the desired inputs through the
sets of the relative parameters "In" = ON.  
For TDA 08 modules (with temperature probes inputs) it is possible
to select, through the parameter "Unit" the measurement unit of the
temperature (°C, °F) and, through the parameters "dp" (only for
PTC or NTC inputs), the resolution of desired measure (OFF=1°;
ON=0,5°).
For TDA04 modules (with normalized analog signals inputs ) first it
is necessary set to the parameter "Inrn" the beginning of range
used. 
On this parameter the programmable options are then :
- "0" if you want to use the beginning range equal to 0 (0 mA if the
input is 0/4 ...20 mA or 0 V if the input is 0/2 ...10 V)  
- "no 0" if you want to use the beginning range different from 0 (4
mA if the input is 0/4 ...20 mA, 2 V if the input is 0/2 ...10 V). 
Afterwards, it’s possible to program the resolution desired on
parameters "dP" (OFF=1; ON=0,1) and then on parameters "SSC"
the value that the instrument has to measure in correspondence of
the beginning of the scale (0/4 mA or 0/2 V) and on parameter
"FSC" the value that the instrument has to measure in
correspondence of the end of the scale (20 mA or 10 V). 
It is necessary to pay attention not programming a range [SSC...
FSC] higher than 350 with "dp" = OFF and higher than 35,0 with
"dp" = ON, because the instrument measurement range is 350
points and accordingly the measure with a superior range could
result s few accurate.
It has to be reminded that the input for normalized signals of the
TDA04 are passive type, therefore it’s necessary to connect probes
of  active type (i.e. supplied).  For all the inputs types, by means of
parameters "Oft" it’s possible to plan, for every input, a positive or
negative offset. The offset value is added to the value measured by
the probe before the acquisition to which it is depending also the
alarms operation mode and that can be used for a recalibration of
the instrument according to the application needs.

4.3 - ALARMS
The modules are also able to signalise, via RS485, maximum and
minimum alarms for every channel.  
The alarm function works depending on the following parameters:  
"Al L" - Set minimum alarm
"Al H" - Set maximum alarm 
"HAL" - Alarms Hysteresis  
The maximum alarm will be on when the value rises higher than  
value “Al H”, The minimum alarm will be on when the value
decreases lower  than value “Al L”.
The maximum alarms will be off when the measured value decrea-
ses lower than [Al H - HAL] while the minimum alarms will be off
when the measured value rises higher than [Al L + HAL].

The maximum and minimum alarm can be disactivated setting the
relative parameters "Al H" and "Al L" = OFF.

4.4 - DIGITAL INPUTS 
All modules are equipped with 4 digital inputs for free voltage
contacts  whose  status are transmitted through the RS 485 line.  
The signaling of the active digital input behaves as established by
the parameters: 
"DL" - Digital input logic mode (NO - NC)  
and it’s delayed through the parameters:  
"DD" - Digital input delay (in sec.)   

The signaling of the active digital input happens after the delay "DD"
which is activated at the closure of the connected contact (if
"DL"=NO) or at its opening (if "DL"=NC).  
The inputs IN1... IN8 of the TDA 08 are also configurable as digital
input programming the parameter "Endi" = YES.  
This allows to have up to 12 digital inputs in only module.  
In this case, instead of the temperature probes, it’s possible to  
connect free voltage contacts whose functioning can be
programmed through parameters relative to digital inputs D5... D12.

4.5 - OUTPUT
The modules are equiped with a relay output whose operation can
be selected through the parameter "EnOu".
This parameter can be set as:  
OFF = Output not active 
DIN1 = The output is activated at the activation of the D1 digital
input  
DIN2 = The output is activated at the activation of the D2 digital
input
DIN3 = The output is activated at the activation of the D3 digital
input 
DIN4 = The output is activated at the activation of the D4 digital
input
DIN = The output is activated at the activation of any of the digital
inputs 
In = The output is activated at the activation of  any of the alarms  
IN+DIN = The output is activated at the activation of  any of the
alarms and at the activation of  any of the digital inputs  
rE = The output is activated only through command by RS485 line.

5 - PROGRAMMABLE PARAMETERS

5.1 - TDA 08 PARAMETERS TABLE

OFFOFF / ONResolution 0,5 of input
IN3

 dp316

OFFOFF / ONInput  IN3 enableIN315
PROBE IN3

10 ... 1000Alarm  hysteresis of
input IN2

HAL214

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Maximum alarm
threshold of input IN2

Al2H13

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Minimum alarm
threshold of input IN2

Al2L12

0-99,9 ... 999,9Offset of input IN2Oft211

OFFOFF / ONResolution 0,5 of input
IN2

 dp210

OFFOFF / ONInput  IN2 enableIN29
PROBE IN2

10 ... 1000Alarm  hysteresis of
input IN1

HAL18

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Maximum alarm
threshold of input IN1

Al1H7

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Minimum alarm
threshold of input IN1

Al1L6
0-99,9 ... 999,9Offset of input IN1Oft15

OFFOFF / ONResolution 0,5 of input
IN1

 dp14

ONOFF / ONInput  IN1 enableIN13
PROBE IN1

°C°C / °FUnit of measurementUnit2
UNIT OF MEASUREMENT

96001200 / 2400
4800 / 9600

19200/ 38400

Baud rateBaud1
BAUD RATE

NoteDef.RangeDescriptionPar.
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OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Maximum alarm
threshold of input IN8

Al8H49

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Minimum alarm
threshold of input IN8

Al8L48

0-99,9 ... 999,9Offset of input IN8Oft847

OFFOFF / ONResolution 0,5 of input
IN8

 dp846

OFFOFF / ONInput  IN8 enableIN845
PROBE IN8

10 ... 1000Alarm  hysteresis of
input IN7

HAL744

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Maximum alarm
threshold of input IN7

Al7H43

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Minimum alarm
threshold of input IN7

Al7L42

0-99,9 ... 999,9Offset of input IN7Oft741

OFFOFF / ONResolution 0,5 of input
IN7

 dp740

OFFOFF / ONInput  IN7 enableIN739
PROBE IN7

10 ... 1000Alarm  hysteresis of
input IN6

HAL638

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Maximum alarm
threshold of input IN6

Al6H37

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Minimum alarm
threshold of input IN6

Al6L36

0-99,9 ... 999,9Offset of input IN6Oft635

OFFOFF / ONResolution 0,5 of input
IN6

 dp634

OFFOFF / ONInput  IN6 enableIN633
PROBE IN6

10 ... 1000Alarm  hysteresis of
input IN5

HAL532

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Maximum alarm
threshold of input IN5

Al5H31

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Minimum alarm
threshold of input IN5

Al5L30

0-99,9 ... 999,9Offset of input IN5Oft529

OFFOFF / ONResolution 0,5 of input
IN5

 dp528

OFFOFF / ONInput  IN5 enableIN527
PROBE IN5

10 ... 1000Alarm  hysteresis of
input IN4

HAL426

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Maximum alarm
threshold of input IN4

Al4H25

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Minimum alarm
threshold of input IN4

Al4L24

0-99,9 ... 999,9Offset of input IN4Oft423

OFFOFF / ONResolution 0,5 of input
IN4

 dp422

OFFOFF / ONInput  IN4 enableIN421
PROBE IN4

10 ... 1000Alarm  hysteresis of
input IN3

HAL320

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Maximum alarm
threshold of input IN3

Al3H19

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Minimum alarm
threshold of input IN3

Al3L18

0-99,9 ... 999,9Offset of input IN3Oft317

OFFOFF / DIN1
DIN2 / DIN3
DIN4 / DIN
IN / IN+DIN

rE

Relay output operating
mode

EnOu76
OUTPUT

00 ... 9999 secDigital input D12 delayDD1275

NONO / NCDigital input D12 logic
mode

DL1274

00 ... 9999 secDigital input D11 delayDD1173

NONO / NCDigital input D11 logic
mode

DL1172

00 ... 9999 secDigital input D10 delayDD1071

NONO / NCDigital input D10 logic
mode

DL10 70

00 ... 9999 secDigital input D9 delayDD0969

NONO / NCDigital input D9 logic
mode

DL0968
00 ... 9999 secDigital input D8 delayDD0867

NONO / NCDigital input D8 logic
mode

DL0866

00 ... 9999 secDigital input D7 logic
mode

DD0765

NONO / NCDigital input D7 logic
mode

DL0764
00 ... 9999 secDigital input D6 delayDD0663

NONO / NCDigital input D6 logic
mode

DL0662
00 ... 9999 secDigital input D5 delayDD0561

NONO / NCDigital input D5 logic
mode

DL0560
00 ... 9999 secDigital input D4 delayDD0459

NONO / NCDigital input D4 logic
mode

DL0458
00 ... 9999 secDigital input D3 delayDD0357

NONO / NCDigital input D3 logic
mode

DL0356
00 ... 9999 secDigital input D2 delayDD0255

NONO / NCDigital input D2 logic
mode

DL02 54
00 ... 9999 secDigital input D1 delayDD0153

NONO / NCDigital input D1 logic
mode

DL01 52

NONO / YESinputs IN1 ... IN8
enable as digital inputs
(from D5 to D12)

Endi51
DIGITAL INPUTS

10 ... 1000Alarm  hysteresis of
input IN8

HAL850

5.2 - TDA 08 PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION

Baud - BAUD RATE : It programs the data transmission speed
(Baud-rate) of the net into which is connected the instrument. All the
stations must have the same transmission speed.
Unit - UNIT OF TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT  :  It determines
the measure in Centigrade (°C) or Fahrenheit (°F) degree. It has to
be underlined that the change of this parameter modifies the
measure but not all the parameters programmed with temperature
measure unit , which have to be then manually modified.
IN1 ... IN8 - INPUTS ENABLE: They allow  to enable the measure of
the input (ON) or to disable it (OFF). If the input is not used set  the
relative parameter at OFF.
dP1 ... dP8 - RESOLUTION: It determines the measure resolution
as 1° (OFF) or  0,5° (ON).
OFt1 ... OFt8 - MEASURE OFFSETS: Positive or negative offset
whose value is added to the value read by the probe before
acquisition from which is depending the alarms functioning.
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Al1L ... Al8L - MINIMUM ALARMS THRESHOLD : Minimum Alarms
threshold.
Al1H ... Al8H - MAXIMUM ALARMS THRESHOLD : Maximum
Alarms threshold.
HAL1 ... HAL8 - ALARM HYSTERESIS : Asymmetric semi-band
referred to  alarms value, that establish the deactivation value of  
the alarms.
Endi - INPUTS IN1 ... IN8 ENABLE AS DIGITAL INPUTS: It allows
to use as digital inputs the inputs IN1... IN8. The configuration
parameters of the IN inputs used as digital inputs will be those
numbered from 05 to 12.
DL01 ... DL12 - DIGITAL INPUTS LOGIC MODE: It establish if the
digital input is active when it's closed (NO) or when it's opened (NC).
DD01 ... DD12 - DIGITAL INPUTS DELAYS: Activation delay of the
digital inputs, expressed in sec.
EnOu - OUTPUT OPERATING MODE:It establish the relay output
operating mode. This parameter can be set as:  
OFF = Output not active 
DIN1 = The output is activated at the activation of the D1 digital
input  
DIN2 = The output is activated at the activation of the D2 digital
input
DIN3 = The output is activated at the activation of the D3 digital
input 
DIN4 = The output is activated at the activation of the D4 digital
input
DIN = The output is activated at the activation of any of the digital
inputs 
In = The output is activated at the activation of  any of the alarms  
IN+DIN = The output is activated at the activation of  any of the
alarms and at the activation of  any of the digital inputs  
rE = The output is activated only through command by RS485 line.

5.3 - TDA 04 PARAMETERS TABLE

0-99,9 ... 999,9Offset of input IN2Oft215

OFFOFF / ONResolution 0,1 of input
IN2

 dp214

0SSC2... 999,9Upper measure limit of
input IN2

FSC213

0-99,9 ... FSC2Lower measure limit of
input IN2

SSC212

OFFOFF / ONInput  IN2 enableIN211
PROBE IN2

10 ... 1000Alarm  hysteresis of
input IN1

HAL110

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Maximum alarm
threshold of input IN1

Al1H9

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Minimum alarm
threshold of input IN1

Al1L8
0-99,9 ... 999,9Offset of input IN1Oft17

OFFOFF / ONResolution 0,1 of input
IN1

 dp16

0SSC1... 999,9Upper measure limit of
input IN1

FSC15

0-99,9 ... FSC1Lower measure limit of
input IN1

SSC14

ONOFF / ONInput  IN1 enableIN13
PROBE IN1

00 / no 0Inputs RangeInrn2
 INPUTS RANGE

96001200 / 2400
4800 / 9600

19200/ 38400

Baud rateBaud1
BAUD RATE

NoteDef.RangeDescriptionPar.

OFFOFF / DIN1
DIN2 / DIN3
DIN4 / DIN
IN / IN+DIN

rE

Relay output operating
mode

EnOu43
OUTPUT

00 ... 9999 secDigital input D4 delayDD0442

NONO / NCDigital input D4 logic
mode

DL0441
00 ... 9999 secDigital input D3 delayDD0340

NONO / NCDigital input D3 logic
mode

DL0339
00 ... 9999 secDigital input D2 delayDD0238

NONO / NCDigital input D2 logic
mode

DL02 37
00 ... 9999 secDigital input D1 delayDD0136

NONO / NCDigital input D1 logic
mode

DL01 35
DIGITAL INPUTS

10 ... 1000Alarm  hysteresis of
input IN4

HAL434

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Maximum alarm
threshold of input IN4

Al4H33

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Minimum alarm
threshold of input IN4

Al4L32

0-99,9 ... 999,9Offset of input IN4Oft431

OFFOFF / ONResolution 0,1 of input
IN4

 dp430

0SSC4... 999,9Upper measure limit of
input IN4

FSC429

0-99,9 ... FSC4Lower measure limit of
input IN4

SSC428

OFFOFF / ONInput  IN4 enableIN427
PROBE IN4

10 ... 1000Alarm  hysteresis of
input IN3

HAL326

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Maximum alarm
threshold of input IN3

Al3H25

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Minimum alarm
threshold of input IN3

Al3L24

0-99,9 ... 999,9Offset of input IN3Oft323

OFFOFF / ONResolution 0,1 of input
IN3

 dp322

0SSC3... 999,9Upper measure limit of
input IN3

FSC321

0-99,9 ... FSC3Lower measure limit of
input IN3

SSC320

OFFOFF / ONInput  IN3 enableIN319
PROBE IN3

10 ... 1000Alarm  hysteresis of
input IN2

HAL218

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Maximum alarm
threshold of input IN2

Al2H17

OFFOFF /
-1000 ... 1000

Minimum alarm
threshold of input IN2

Al2L16

5.4 - TDA 04 PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION

Baud - BAUD RATE : It programs the data transmission speed
(Baud-rate) of the net into which is connected the instrument. All the
stations must have the same transmission speed.
Inrn- INPUTS RANGE: Permits to determine the beginning scale
input for normalised signals. On this par. therefore has to be to
programmed : "0" if it's desired to use the beginning of the scale = 0
(0 mA or 0V) or "no 0" if it's intended to use the beginning of the
scale different from 0 (4 mA or 2V).
IN1 ... IN4 - INPUTS ENABLE: They allow  to enable the measure of
the input (ON) or to disable it (OFF). If the input is not used set  the
relative parameter at OFF.
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SSC1 ... SSC4 - LOWER LIMIT OF INPUTS SCALE : Value that the
instrument has to measure when on input it's present the minimum
value measurable by the scale (0/4 mA or 0/2V).  
FSC1 ... FSC4 - HIGHER LIMIT OF INPUTS SCALE : Value that the
instrument has to measure when on input it's present the maximum
value measurable by the scale (20 mA or 10V).
dP1 ... dP4 - RESOLUTION: It determines the measure resolution
as 1 (OFF) or  0,1 (ON).
OFt1 ... OFt4 - MEASURE OFFSETS: Positive or negative offset
whose value is added to the value read by the probe before
acquisition from which is depending the alarms functioning.
Al1L ... Al4L - MINIMUM ALARMS THRESHOLD : Minimum Alarms
threshold.
Al1H ... Al4H - MAXIMUM ALARMS THRESHOLD : Maximum
Alarms threshold.
HAL1 ... HAL4 - ALARM HYSTERESIS : Asymmetric semi-band
referred to  alarms value, that establish the deactivation value of  
the alarms.
DL01 ... DL04 - DIGITAL INPUTS LOGIC MODE: It establish if the
digital input is active when it's closed (NO) or when it's opened (NC).
DD01 ... DD04 - DIGITAL INPUTS DELAYS: Activation delay of the
digital inputs, expressed in sec.
EnOu - OUTPUT OPERATING MODE:It establish the relay output
operating mode. This parameter can be set as:  
OFF = Output not active 
DIN1 = The output is activated at the activation of the D1 digital
input  
DIN2 = The output is activated at the activation of the D2 digital
input
DIN3 = The output is activated at the activation of the D3 digital
input 
DIN4 = The output is activated at the activation of the D4 digital
input
DIN = The output is activated at the activation of any of the digital
inputs 
In = The output is activated at the activation of  any of the alarms  
IN+DIN = The output is activated at the activation of  any of the
alarms and at the activation of  any of the digital inputs  
rE = The output is activated only through command by RS485 line.

6 - PROBLEMS, MAINTENANCE AND WARRANTY

6.1 - ERRORS SIGNALLING

Verifify the input
enable through relative
par. “IN”

The value are not
available

n.a.
(serial
value=
10003)

The value are
overrrange

ovr
(serial
value=
10000)

Verify the correct
connection between
probe and instrument
and finally verify the
correct functioning of
the probe itself

The value are
underrange

undr
(serial
value=
-10000)

ActionCauseError

6.2 - CLEANING
It’s raccomanded to clean the instrument only with a cloth welted
with water or with a detergent neither abrasive nor containing
solvents.

6.3 - WARRANTY AND REPAIRS
The instrument is under warranty against construction vices  or
defected material, noticed within 12 months from delivery date.
The warranty is limited to the repairs or to the substitution of the
instrument. 
The eventual opening of the housing, the violation of the instrument
or the wrong use and installation of the product means the
automatically decay of the warranty. 

In case of defected instrument, noticed in warranty period  or out of
warranty, do contact our sales department to obtain the shipment
authorisation. 
The defected product must be shipped to TECNOLOGIC with the
detailed description of the failures found  and without any fees or
charge for TECNOLOGIC, safe different agreements.

7 - TECHNICAL DATA

7.1 - ELECTRICAL DATA
Power supply: 24, 110, 230  VAC +/- 10% 
AC Frequency: 50/60 Hz
Consumption: 3 VA approx.
TDA08 Inputs : 8 for temperature probes PTC type (KTY 81-121 990
Ω @ 25 °C), NTC (103AT-2; 10 KΩ @ 25 °C) or Pt1000 (1 KΩ @ 0
°C) type ; + 4 digital inputs for free voltage contacts
TDA04 Inputs : 4 for normalized signals   0/4 ... 20 mA or 0/2 ... 10
V; + 4 digital inputs for free voltage contacts
TDA04  Inputs Impedance:  0/4..20mA: 66 Ω;  0/2..10V: 120 KΩ
Output:  1 Relay SPST-NO (5 A-AC1, 2 A-AC3 / 250 VAC) 
Electrical life for relay outputs: 100000 oper.
Installation Category (Overvoltage Cat.) :  II
Protection class against electrical shock: Front panel Class II
Insulation: Reinforced insulation between the low voltage part
(power supply and relay output) and front panel; Reinforced
insulation between the low voltage section (Supply and relay output)
and the extra low voltage section (inputs); Reinforced between
power supply and relay; No insulation between inputs; 50 V
insulation between RS485 and extra low voltage section.

7.2 - MECHANICAL DATA
Housing: Self-extinguishing plastic UL 94 V0 
Dimensions: 4 DIN Modules,  70 x 85 mm, depht 61 mm 
Weight: 210 g approx.
Installation: On OMEGA DIN rail
Connections:  2,5 mm2 screw terminal block
Pollution degree: 2
Operating temperature:  0 ... 55 °C
Operating humidity: 30 ... 95 RH% without condensation
Storage temperature: -10 ... 60 °C

7.3 - MECHANICAL DIMENSIONS [mm]

7.4 - FUNCTIONAL DATA
TDA08 Measurement Range : Accordig to the used probe (see
range table)
TDA04 Measurement Range : 350 points
Measure resolution:  Accordig to the used probe 1/ 0,5/ 0,1
Overall accuracy: +/- 0,5 % fs (PTC, Pt1000, 0/4 ... 20 mA, 0/2 ... 10
V inputs), +/- 0,75 % fs (NTC inputs)
Sampling rate: 2 sample per second
Type of serial interface: RS 485 insulated
Communication protocol: MODBUS RTU (JBUS)
Baud rate: Programmable from 1200 ... 38400 baud
Compliance: ECC directive EMC 89/336 (EN 61326), ECC directive
LV 73/23 and 93/68 (EN 61010-1)
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7.5 - MEASUREMENT RANGE TABLE

-99.9 ... 999,9-99 ... 9990/4..20 mA,0/2..10 V
(gener.)

----50 ... 395 °C
-50 ... 743 °F

Pt 1000 

-50.0 ... 105,0 °C
-58.0 ... 221,0 °F

-50 ... 105 °C
-58 ... 221  °F

NTC
(103-AT2)

-50,0 ... 145,0 °C
-58,0 ... 293,0 °F

-50 ... 145 °C
-58 ... 293 °F

PTC
(KTY 81-121)

res. 0,5 / 0,1res. 1INPUT

7.6 - INSTRUMENTS CODE

TDA08 a b cc

a : INPUTS
E = PTC probes (KTY81-121)
N = NTC probes  (103AT-2)
P = Pt 1000 probes
b : SUPPLY
A = 24 VAC
C = 110 VAC
D = 230 VAC
cc : SPECIAL CODES

TDA04 a b cc

a : INPUTS
I = 0/4 ... 20 mA
W = 0/2 ... 10 V
b : SUPPLY
A = 24 VAC
C = 110 VAC
D = 230 VAC
cc : SPECIAL CODES
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